Study plan

Theatre Production and Acting, Bachelor's
Programme
Programme description
The program aims to educate actors with skills that are central to being able to create, play and produce professional theater. The study
emphasizes theater as a collective art where the ensemble plays a central role.
Theater is an art subject that is based on a collective creative work. Theater professional competence can only be developed in collaboration
with other people. It is therefore mandatory to attend all classes.
The weekly show
For the first two years, the students produce screenings for the teachers and fellow students every week, based on given tasks. This work gives
students the opportunity to mature as involved in creative processes. The assignments will be given in relation to the topics or techniques that
are in focus in the teaching, and give the students the opportunity for immediate use of the topics or techniques.
In the third year of study, this forms the basis for creative production.
Continuous assessment without a grade is given, and formal assessments with a grade in each course:
- Practical exams-Ongoing assessment of viewing work based on weekly viewing.
- At the end of each semester, the academic management has individual conversations with the students.
- At the end of each year, those responsible for a subject or a teaching period make an assessment of the students.
After the examination first year and bachelor third year, a final assessment is held with h.h.v. internal and external examiner and study
manager. The assessment will consist of an individual conversation with the student about the student's achievements.
Assessment
Continuous assessment without a grade is given, and formal assessments with a grade in each course:
Practical exams-Ongoing assessment of viewing work based on weekly viewing
At the end of each semester, the academic management has individual conversations with the students
At the end of each year, those responsible for a subject or teaching period make an assessment of the students. Students must pass all exams
in the first year of study to proceed to the second year of study.
After the examination first year and bachelor third year, a final assessment is held with h.h.v. internal and external examiner and study
manager. The assessment will consist of an individual conversation with the student about the student's achievements.
Contents
First year of study
improvisation techniques for acting skills and creative skills
language and text work
interpretation techniques
motion
physical training
music
voice use
song
cultural and social orientation
theater history and theater theory
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exploration of scenic expression
idea development through research
Second year of study
improvisation techniques
interpretation techniques
style-related movement work
textual exploration
music
voice use
song
introduction to film work
theater history, theater theory and analysis of various genres
exploration of different stage genres
Third year of study
Knowledge and skills development through:
improvisation techniques
further development of basic skills
exploration of different stage genres
theater productions with director
Creative production in theater and music
film laboratory work
study trips for contact with international performing arts
project management and industry knowledge
The program gives students freedom of choice in several areas:
1. In-house production for all 3 years is an independent creative work, where content and form of work are determined by the students
themselves, based on given tasks.
The exam in 1st and 3rd year is an independent creative work, where content and form of work are determined by the students, based on a
given assignment.
Theater is an art subject that is based on a collective creative work. Theater professional competence can only be developed in collaboration
with other people. It is therefore mandatory to attend all classes.

ECTS Credits
180
Study level
Bachelor's degree programme
Teaching language
Norwegian
Faculty
The Faculty of Education and Arts
Course location
Levanger (Meråker)

Study model

Expand all
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1st study year

Autumn 2022
Course id

Course name

ECTS Credits

TEA127

Acting Technique 1 (1/2)

Ends spring 2023

TEA136

Music 1 (1/2)

Ends spring 2023

TEA145

Movement in Acting 1 (1/2)

Ends spring 2023

TEA175

Theatre and Culture Knowledge (1/2)

Ends spring 2023

Spring 2023
Course id

Course name

TEA127

Acting Technique 1 (2/2)

TEA136

Music 1 (2/2)

TEA145

Movement in Acting 1 (2/2)

TEA175

Theatre and Culture Knowledge (2/2)

ECTS Credits
30 SP
9 SP
15 SP
6 SP

2nd study year

Autumn 2023
Course id

Course name

ECTS Credits

TEA2001

Technique and Acting 2 (1/2)

Ends spring 2024

TEA2002

Music 2 (1/2)

Ends spring 2024

TEA2003

Movement in Acting 2 (1/2)

Ends spring 2024

TEA2004

Own Production (1/2)

Ends spring 2024

TEA2005

Singing (1/2)

Ends spring 2024

TEA2006

Film 1 (1/2)

Ends spring 2024

Spring 2024
Course id

Course name

TEA2001

Technique and Acting 2 (2/2)

TEA2002

Music 2 (2/2)

TEA2003

Movement in Acting 2 (2/2)

TEA2004

Own Production (2/2)

6 SP

TEA2005

Singing (2/2)

6 SP

TEA2006

Film 1 (2/2)

3 SP
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ECTS Credits
27 SP
6 SP
12 SP

3rd study year

Autumn 2024
Course id

Course name

ECTS Credits

TEA2007

Theatre Production (1/2)

Ends spring 2025

TEA2008

Technique and Acting 3 (1/2)

Ends spring 2025

TEA2009

Project Management and Knowledge (1/2)

Ends spring 2025

TEA2010

Creative Production (1/2)

Ends spring 2025

TEA2011

Film 2 (1/2)

Ends spring 2025

Spring 2025
Course id

Course name

ECTS Credits

TEA2007

Theatre Production (2/2)

TEA2008

Technique and Acting 3 (2/2)

8 SP

TEA2009

Project Management and Knowledge (2/2)

4 SP

TEA2010

Creative Production (2/2)

20 SP

TEA2011

Film 2 (2/2)

12 SP

16 SP

Learning outcomes
After completing the study, the student is expected to:
must have knowledge of:
theater as an art form and about the possibilities that exist within the choice of form and content
must have skills in:
management of own ideas and develop them into a finished theater production at a professional level
participation in professional theater productions led by director
participation in professional film productions
development of concepts based on finished text or independently developed productions
shall have general competence in:
own development as a practitioner
basic understanding of the entire production process in theater and film

Admission requirements
The study is a performing arts education, and is exempt from the requirement for general study competence. Admission takes place on the
basis of a passing entrance examination (See Regulations on admission to higher education § 3-6.
Quotas between men and women are used as a basis.
All exams in the first year of study must be passed to advance to the second year of study.
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Career possibilities
The theater education educates professional actors. Emphasis is placed on the individual student's individual expression and uniqueness. For
three years, students have the opportunity to explore a wide range of themes, inspirations and styles. This will be the start of developing the
individual student's artistic signature, which is based on theatrical methods taught throughout the course of the education.
The theater education educates professional actors. Many of our students have formed their own theater companies.
Former students from Nord University have performed on almost all stages of importance in Norway. Former students work or have worked at
the National Theater, Trøndelag Theater and Hålogaland Theater, to name a few.
Former students also work with film and television, including in NRK. In the spring of 2015, our former students Stine Fevik and Inga Ibsdotter
Lilleaas were nominated for the Hedda Prize and the Amanda Prize, respectively.
The school collaborates with Det Norske Teatret to educate actors with a multicultural background, the offer is called Det multinorske.
Link to the study Det multinorske

Further education
The program qualifies for admission to the art master's nationally and internationally.

Study abroad
The education works in close relation to the international theater environment. In the third year, a study trip can be completed abroad

Costs
It is assumed that the students have their own laptop. If there is a need for digital communication in the study, webcam and headphones are
included as part of standard accessories. The students must cover the costs of this themselves.
For each semester there is a material fee of 1000 kroner.

Assessment methods
Continuous assessment without a grade is given, and formal assessments with a grade in each course:
Practical exams
At the end of each semester, the academic management has individual conversations with the students.
At the end of each year, those responsible for a subject or teaching period make an assessment of the students.
Attendance is mandatory for all classes.
After the examination first year and third year, a final assessment is held with h.h.v. internal and external examiner and study manager. The
assessment will consist of an individual conversation with the student about the student's achievements.
The weekly show
For the first two years, the students produce screenings for the teachers and fellow students every week, based on given tasks. This work gives
students the opportunity to mature as involved in creative processes. The assignments will be given in relation to the topics or techniques that
are in focus in the teaching, and give the students the opportunity for immediate use of the topics or techniques.
In the third year of study, this forms the basis for Creative Production.
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Graduation requirements
Continuous assessment without a grade is given, and formal assessments with a grade in each course:
- Practical exams
- Folder assessment
- At the end of each semester, the academic management has individual conversations with the students.
- At the end of each year, those responsible for a subject or a teaching period make an assessment of the students.
After the examination first year and third year, a final assessment is held with h.h.v. internal and external examiner and study manager. The
assessment will consist of an individual conversation with the student about the student's achievements.

Programme evaluation
Nord University has a continuous focus on educational quality. Student democracy shall ensure active student participation through, among
other things, class lessons, reference groups, student union representatives, the student organization and student representation in relevant
committees.
The program is evaluated at the end of each semester, through:
1. Employees' individual conversations with the students
Joint evaluation in each class
3. Employees' own evaluation.

Qualifications requirements and regulations
We refer to current regulations and associated guidelines.

Subject descriptions (15)
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Subject descriptions (15)
Acting Technique 1 TEA127
No subject tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.
ACTING TECHNIQUE 1 TEA127
ECTS Credits

30

Year of study

1st study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Verdal (Levanger)

Course type

Compulsory subject

Faculty

Start semester

Autumn 2022 Spring
2023

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Michael Anthony Sharman
Course coordinator
Assistant Professor
michael.a.sharman@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
Through improvisation, observation and interpretation techniques, basic skills are developed for the actor in play, creation, voice and text. The
course awakens and develops the students physicality, senses and imagination and provides them with the foundational knowledge and skills to
develop their theatrical competence in play and creative performance. The course also gives the student experience with independent creative
theatre work, based on given tasks, understanding of collective work processes and the opportunity to develop their own theatrical expression.

Prerequisites
No prior knowledge is required beyond the admission requirement.

Costs
No subject tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.

Learning outcomes
The student should attain basic skills in:
movement performance expression
improvisation and spontaneity
play
performance interaction
expression through action
observation as a source for work with roles and scene creation
voice and text analysis and application
developing their own theatrical creations
The student should attain knowledge of:
the importance of the body in play
use of space in play
scene development for play
ensemble as a working form
Creative processes in making theatre
The student should have general competence to:
analyze own artistic work
collaborate with others
participate constructively in collective processes
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Course type
Compulsory subject

Teaching activities and methods
Lectures and practical lessons.

Recommended prior knowledge
No prior knowledge is required beyond the admission requirement.

Course evaluation
Nord University works continuously to improve the quality of its studies. In this work, we work closely with the students: in that the students
participate in the evaluation of both the individual courses and the study as a whole. Evaluation in each course will take place by:
At the start of a course: clarification of expectations between lecturer and students
Continual evaluation throughout the semester
Final evaluation
Comprehensive evaluation of the study takes place at regular meetings between representatives for the students and study leaders at Nord
University. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Exam description
Compulsory course participation with a minimum of 90% attendance is required in order to fulfill the assessment criteria.
The grade in the course TEA127 Acting Technique 1, TEA226 Acting Technique 2 and TEA326 Acting Technique 3 will be merged into one grade on the
diploma.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment , grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation 90 %, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, 6 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Music 1 TEA136
MUSIC 1 TEA136
ECTS Credits

9

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2022 Spring
2023

1st study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Inge Asgeir Skrove
Course coordinator
Professor
+47 74 02 29 32
asgeir.skrove@nord.no

Application deadline

Course evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment , grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation 90 %, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Assessment task, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, 6 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Movement in Acting 1 TEA145
The first discovery of the body and its relationship to space and play through
progressive movement work and physical exercise. The student will build an
awareness of their weaknesses and personal habits by exploring the limitations and
capabilities of body, breath and space.
No subject tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.
MOVEMENT IN ACTING 1 TEA145
ECTS Credits

15

Year of study

1st study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Verdal (Levanger)

Course type

Compulsory subject

Faculty

Start semester

Autumn 2022 Spring
2023

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Michael Anthony Sharman
Course coordinator
Assistant Professor
michael.a.sharman@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
Develop the student's understanding of body, movement and space as a means to explore and expand creative and expressive abilities.
Contents:
Physical preparation and conditioning (tempo, rhythm, balance, coordination, dynamic expression, flexibility, mobility, posture, strength,
endurance, articulation, breath, vision, presence, spatial and sensory awareness)
Movement observation and analysis
Mime and gestural techniques
Mask performance techniques
Physical character development
Animal movement study
Acrobatics
Stage combat

Prerequisites
No prior knowledge is required beyond the admission requirement.

Costs
No subject tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.

Learning outcomes
The student should have knowledge in:
the development of physical movement
the develop coordination
The student must have proficiency in:
development of action and state in play through movement.
development of fine motor skills
The student must have general competence in:
awareness of one's own body in play
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Course type
Compulsory subject

Teaching activities and methods
Masterclass group research and Individual research via practical guidance and lectures.

Permitted examination aids
Neutral coloured clothing suitable for physical movement and exercise. Clothing should have no visible print, design or logos and ideally be in one
single unified colour.

Course evaluation
The program is evaluated at the end of each semester, through:
Employees' individual conversations with the students
Ongoing evaluation in connection with showings and conclusion of working periods
Joint evaluation in each class
Employees' own evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Exam description
On the diploma, the grade in the course TEA145 Actor Technical Movement 1 and TEA245 Actor Technical Movement 2 will be merged into one
grade.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment , grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Practical examination, 6 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
Compulsory participation 90 %, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
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Theatre and Culture Knowledge TEA175
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.
THEATRE AND CULTURE KNOWLEDGE TEA175
ECTS Credits

6

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2022 Spring
2023

1st study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Anne Meek
Course coordinator
Professor (docent)
+47 75 05 78 53
anne.meek@nord.no

Application deadline

Costs
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.

Course evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment, grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation 90 %, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Assessment task, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Technique and Acting 2 TEA2001
TECHNIQUE AND ACTING 2 TEA2001
ECTS Credits

27

Year of study

2nd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Verdal

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2023 Spring
2024

Jason Ezra Turner
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+47 7402 2668
jason.turner@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The subject is a further development of Acting Technique 1. The subject develops acting skills in roles and improvisation. The students will work
improvisation, but can also work with different texts.
Contents:
Introduction to different genres; gestural theatre, narrative theatre, tragedy, clown, satire, realism, masquerade. characters in scenic situations voice
and text work dramaturgical analysis and development of scenes

Course evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment , grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation 90 %, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, 6 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Music 2 TEA2002
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.
MUSIC 2 TEA2002
ECTS Credits

6

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2023 Spring
2024

2nd study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Inge Asgeir Skrove
Course coordinator
Professor
+47 74 02 29 32
asgeir.skrove@nord.no

Application deadline

Costs
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.

Course evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment , grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation 90 %, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Assessment task, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Movement in Acting 2 TEA2003
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.
MOVEMENT IN ACTING 2 TEA2003
ECTS Credits

12

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2023 Spring
2024

2nd study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Jason Ezra Turner
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+47 7402 2668
jason.turner@nord.no

Application deadline

Costs
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.

Course evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment, grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Own Production TEA2004
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.
OWN PRODUCTION TEA2004
ECTS Credits

6

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2023 Spring
2024

2nd study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Jason Ezra Turner
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+47 7402 2668
jason.turner@nord.no

Application deadline

Costs
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.

Course evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment, grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, 6 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Singing TEA2005
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.
SINGING TEA2005
ECTS Credits

6

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2023 Spring
2024

2nd study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Inge Asgeir Skrove
Course coordinator
Professor
+47 74 02 29 32
asgeir.skrove@nord.no

Application deadline

Costs
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.

Course evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment, grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Film 1 TEA2006
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.
FILM 1 TEA2006
ECTS Credits

3

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2023 Spring
2024

2nd study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Ragna Lindboe
Course coordinator
Assistant Professor
ragna.lindboe@nord.no

Application deadline

Costs
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.

Course evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment, grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Theatre Production TEA2007
THEATRE PRODUCTION TEA2007
ECTS Credits

16

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2024 Spring
2025

3rd study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Application deadline

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment, grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, 6 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Morten Røsrud
Course coordinator
Assistant Professor
+47 74 02 29 28
morten.rosrud@nord.no

Technique and Acting 3 TEA2008
TECHNIQUE AND ACTING 3 TEA2008
ECTS Credits

8

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2024 Spring
2025

3rd study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Application deadline

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment, grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, 6 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Jason Ezra Turner
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+47 7402 2668
jason.turner@nord.no

Project Management and Knowledge TEA2009
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND KNOWLEDGE TEA2009
ECTS Credits

4

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2024 Spring
2025

3rd study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Anne Meek
Course coordinator
Professor (docent)
+47 75 05 78 53
anne.meek@nord.no

Application deadline

Costs
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.

Course evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment, grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, 6 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Creative Production TEA2010
Material fee of 1,000 kr per holiday
CREATIVE PRODUCTION TEA2010
ECTS Credits

20

Year of study

3rd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Verdal

Course type

Compulsory subject

Faculty

Start semester

Autumn 2024 Spring
2025

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Jason Ezra Turner
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+47 7402 2668
jason.turner@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course gives the student the opportunity to develop, produce and perform independent theatrical expressions, where communication and
relationship to the audience receive special focus. This is the student's own summary of the academic work in theater that has been done during the
study. The course gives the student the opportunity to develop, produce and perform independent music.

Prerequisites
No prior knowledge is required beyond the admission requirement.

Costs
Material fee of 1,000 kr per holiday

Course type
Compulsory subject

Teaching activities and methods
Lectures and own creative work

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment , grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation 90 %, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Assessment task, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, 6 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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Film 2 TEA2011
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.
FILM 2 TEA2011
ECTS Credits

12

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2024 Spring
2025

3rd study year

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Teaching language

Norwegian

Ragna Lindboe
Course coordinator
Assistant Professor
ragna.lindboe@nord.no

Application deadline

Costs
No tuition fees. Semester fees and cost of course literature apply.

Course evaluation
Evaluation using mid-term and final surveys. Students are also encouraged to participate in the central quality surveys.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessment, grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Assignement - paper, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
Practical examination, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
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